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Section 1: Overview

1. Area of concern

Stereotypes about the lower SES group in Singapore are common, and this compromises our

social cohesion. A 2018 CNA survey asked respondents what they thought of others from

different classes. The top three perceptions Singaporeans had of the upper class were: Able to

speak good English; tended to plan ahead; and domineering. For perceptions of the lower class,

most thought they were friendly, caring and tended to speak Singlish. A study by BMC

Pediatrics found that people of lower SES had poorer social relationships than those of higher

SES. This can cause them to have poor social skills. From these findings, we aimed to tackle and

raise awareness of the problems faced by residents of our adopted block, help the community to

understand them and improve the relationships between residents and within their families

2. Challenges identified

Due to COVID-19, North West Community Development Council halted many face-to-face

activities usually organised for the residents at the block (e.g tuition, family activities). The

nearby Childcare Centre and Family Centre was also closed for a substantial period of time.

Struggling to seek help from external organisations, many residents were unaware of the help

that CDC provides. Resident-run charity group, Al-Ihsan, provides essentials but mainly for their

priority list of Muslim families. They are self-funded and cannot organise activities for the

residents.



3. Underlying problem

Many residents were afraid to interact with us on our first visit. Fearing judgement from others,

they were uncomfortable sharing their personal needs with us, like difficulty in affording

necessities and meals given their unstable income, as many had lost their jobs due to COVID-19.

Thus, many worked odd jobs to provide for their family, leaving their children unengaged at

home. Therefore, we felt the need to build trust with the residents. We also observed distant

relationships between races, specifically the Chinese and Malay community. As the block

consists mainly of Malay families, the Chinese seldom socialise with their neighbours, forming

racial enclaves within the block.

4. Action Plan

Our action plan indicates the date of completion of each action (Table A). A needs analysis was

conducted, identifying issues families face through face-to-face conversations. Having identified

them, we aimed to provide social support. Project Charis provided free bento sets, so they can

enjoy their Buka Puasa without worrying about their food expenses. Project Charis also provided

care and support through support packages and art workshops engaging families and encouraging

bonding. Through these workshops, children learnt valuable lessons like not giving up as they



attempt to improve their drawings. They could also access the recorded Zoom session to rewatch

and continue honing their skills after the workshop.

Section 2: implementation of action plan

Table A:

Date Action Objective

Jan-

April

1. Liaising with NorthWest CDC and Sembawang Family

Service Centre (SFSC)

2. Instagram page - introducing project group

3. Visited families physically and conversed

-Secure funds

-Raise awareness

-Understanding

beneficiary’s needs

May Buka Puasa

1. Distributed 328 bento boxes to 108 families

2. Visited families physically to gather sign ups for the

bento sets distributions and for meaningful

interaction

-Relieve financial stress by

providing food

-Improve the relationships

within families and between

residents when they interact

during collection and

consumption

June Covid-19 support pack

1. Mailed hand-made cards to families, included origami

hearts, well wishes and inspirational quotes

-Provide encouragement

and support to families

-Keeping check of their

mental health

July Cartooning workshop

1. Invited Mr Jerry Hinds from Association of Comic

Artists Singapore to conduct a cartooning workshop for

children aged 7-16 via Zoom

2. Children were taught how to sketch Hello Kitty and

-Engage children

-Improve family bond

-Instill creativity and life

skills (determination)

- Encourage them to



Pickachu, Zoom recordings given to them post-event

3. Project Charis mailed an art package to the families

(sketch book, 2B pencils, eraser, sharpener, heart origami)

4. Featured their art pieces on social media

continue drawing after the

event

-Debunk stereotypes e.g

People of lower

Socio-economic status

cannot do things well

Section 3: Project outcomes

1. Accomplishments

We successfully organised 2 major events and minor initiatives. 102 residential units comprising

328 residents received bento sets as their Buka Puasa meal. 6 units comprising 14 residents

participated in the complementary cartooning lesson. Though the 40 student volunteers recruited

were unable to help out in the events, they introduced us to their friends, thus expanding our

outreach greatly. Our Instagram has garnered 522 followers, with 3533 views, 708 likes and 64

shares across all posts.





2. Reflections

This project has helped us empathise with the plight faced by families of lower SES. We are

pleased that our work has received support from a significant proportion of Singaporeans based

on our Instagram statistics and volunteers recruited and we believe that the determination learnt

through our events will remain with the children in the long term and we are elated that we have

managed to achieve most of our plans and aims of raising awareness of and tackling the

problems faced by these families, facilitating the strengthening of relationships between

residents, and serving as a bridge between them and the public through our Instagram account.

The overall success of our initiatives has benefitted the needy and also the Singaporean

community as less stigmatisation occurs supported by the large number of likes from the

Instagram account. In hindsight, we could have achieved more success if we had enquired about

the availability of the MP of Sembawang earlier, which benefited publicity and participation

from residents. We could have also begun designing our event posters earlier as several rounds

were needed to revise our drafts and liaise with the CDC. We are grateful to the organisations

who have contributed greatly to our success. We will work with the new members of Project

Charis next year to ensure that our project achieves greater heights.



3. Impact

Initially, residents were apprehensive towards the initiatives proposed. However, we believe our

hard work has gained their trust, so our successors will be able to organise events with greater

ease. For the Buka Puasa event, many residents responded that it had saved them lots of money

for this celebration and much more money can be spent on essential items, removing a huge

burden for them. For our drawing event, we have piqued the residents’ interest towards art as

many indicated the desire for more of such events in the future. Therefore, the activities

conducted this year have helped residents to develop a passion for the arts and improved

citizens’ lives during the pandemic.


